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The inversion process to produce core surface flow models is underdetermined, thus requires additional information. It is possible to build this prior information 

from various advanced numerical geodynamo simulations, and several models describing the time evolution of the geomagnetic field exist. However, there is no 

clear overview of the relative importance of different ‘ingredients’ entering in the core flow inversion process or the robustness of the inferred flow features.

Flow Models:

Methodology:
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Pygeodyn is a python package for time-dependent stochastic flow inversion model with a

Kalman filter: The time-evolution of the large scale potential magnetic field is described in the

spectral domain by the radial induction equation: , where , b, u and e store the

spherical harmonic coefficients for the radial SV, the main field, the core surface flow and the

errors of representativeness. Using an Euler-Maruyama scheme, their time integration

take the form:

where D and B are the drift and diffusion matrices, and w are built from centred unit variance random draws from 

the 71p dynamo (Aubert and Gillet., 2021). The spatial covariances converge towards those extracted from the 

dynamo prior (see right). tj is the number of dynamo samples (10000) and N* is the number of samples (200). The 

forecast timestep is 1 month and analysis occurs every 6 steps.

Fig right: PDF of the largest zonal (left) and non-zonal (right) 

coefficients for the along path dynamos (top) and across the path 

(bottom). 0p and Neutral_top1 shown for reference

Table above: Relevant 

parameter values for 

each of the dynamos in 

the comparison, 

compared to Earth

Fig right: 

Spatial power spectra 

for the time average 

flow (left) and the 

departure from this 

average (right) of each 

prior considered

Table above: Summary of the main characteristics considered for the three 
magnetic field models used in this study

Table left: Table showing the 

kinetic energy difference as a 

percentage of the reference. 

The reference

model for each time period is 

the Kalmag, LSV = 13, Neutral 

top1 prior

Fig right: plot to show the 

values of chi with various 

bandpass windows and cut-

offs. The top plot shows how 

the        for a snapshot 

(January 2017) compared to 

the         for different 

bandpass windows and 

differing truncations. The 

bottom plot shows how the 

different contributions to

changes with the 

bandpass window 

For investigating the effect of field model on the core surface flow inversion, we use three

different magnetic field and SV models: Kalmag (Baerenzung et al., 2020); CHAOS-7

(Finlay et al., 2020); and COV-OBS-x2 (Huder et al. 2020). There is the potential to gain

additional information by considering the SV to a higher maximum spherical harmonic
degree than the main field, at least when continuous satellite data are available.

Calculating prior information from dynamo

simulations requires long series, in order to

describe enough independent

configurations of the core flow. Considering

a turn-over time in the core of the order of

100 yr, basing our statistics on ∼ 100

independent states requires series

spanning O(10) kyr. We consider 2 families

of models: along the path starting from the

Coupled-Earth/0p dynamo (Aubert et al.

2017); and across the path, where the Ek

number is similar to 0p but with different
forcing and starting points for the path.

The results show that both the geodynamo prior and the choice of gauss coefficients used in the inversion do

affect the resulting flow models. However, the effect of the choice of the prior has a greater impact on the

flow compared to the choice of field model over the satellite era but the choice of the field model has a

similar effect to the choice of prior in pre-satellite times. Increasing the time from the present increases the

difference between the field models, leading to a greater impact when changing the field model. The choice

of moving along the path is always a lesser effect than moving across the geodynamo path. Increasing the

LSV over the satellite era has a comparable effect to moving along the path in the satellite era but the large

errors associated with higher degrees in the pre-satellite era minimises the difference seen when completing

the flow inversion. The geodynamo prior affect the flow coefficients such as the large offset in the S1† flow

coefficients variation in time for t1
0 and ct2

1. The flow models converge in the satellite era. One of diagnostics

we use is: or for bandpassed values:

Geodynamo Priors:

Results:

Core Flow Ingredients: sensitivity to geodynamo priors

Figures 

showing the 

effect of 

model 

parameter 

choice on 

the flow 

coefficients 

variation, 

top, and 

Length of 

Day (LOD), 

left, over 

1900-2023. 

Fig above: Time-longitude plot of butterworth bandpassed flow motion at the 

equator for 4.5 – 9.5 years over the continuous satellite era (2000-2023). The 

structure of the flow is very similar but the bandpassed flow show different 

intensities and small spatial changes.

The figure below shows that there is greater observational

constraint for the short-period flow dynamics than long-period.

Instead, the null space for the flow inverse problem, where the

solution is mostly determined by the prior, is wider towards long
periods.
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